
Techserv CNC System

The most user friendly profile cutting controller available, packed with
features to make cutting parts easy.

Uncluttered, clear graphics with large friendly buttons and a touch 
screen interface make the Techserv CNC system easy to use and operate. 

Techserv CNC is a true multitasking CNC system. It works with all plasma systems, 
conventional and high precision, as well as gas and waterjet in any combination. 

With over 250 installations world wide, producing anything from artwork to aircraft 
carriers, the Techserv CNC system is both proven and reliable. It is fitted to all new 
Techserv machines as standard and can also be supplied as a retrofit kit.

Feature list

!  Windows 10 based PC controller
!  15” interactive touch screen
!  Remote control joystick
!  Laser torch alignment
!  Lost cut recovery
!  Motion control is via a 32bit dedicated DSP
!  Flexi shapes built in
!  Word address, Essi, DXF StruCad import
!  Row and column nesting
!  Simple finger nesting
!  Easy origin selection
!  Estimated time to cut.
!  Data logging in 1 minute intervals
!  Fully automatic height sense system
!  Speed and cut pressure override.
!  Automatic gas control
!  Full graphical display with zoom
!  Manual cut screen
!  Automatic speed control
!  Diagnostic screen
!  Email backup function

Define or download a part

Select the material

Position the torch and cut it.

Three simple steps to a cut part

Define
Make a shape using the inbuilt flexi shapes
or download one from you network or
memory stick.

Setup
Select the material you want to cut.

Cut
Position the torch where you want to begin
and press start.



Simply enter the material thickness and 
select your current and the machine sets 
the correct cutting speed and height sense 
settings, no tables to lookup or numbers to 
enter.
Also automatically sets the gas pressures 
when flame cutting, just fit the nozzle, turn 
on the gas, trim the flames and cut.

Only want to cut part of a nest, just touch 
the component you want and the controller 
will automatically move to the first pierce of 
that part, alternatively use the + and -
buttons to skip through the pierces then 
jump to the pierce

Fast Pierce

Part select

Techserv ‘Fast Pierce’ increases part 
production rates. The plasma plate find 
routine knows the thickness of the plate 
and slows down just above it to begin the 
touch down routine, if the distance to the 
next pierce is short, a rapid  lift - traverse - 
drop - fire cycle is applied reducing the 
wasted time between cuts and speeding up 
production of parts.

Automatic setup

Flexi Shapes

Wide range of the most flexible generic 
shapes available, including rings, flanges, 
blanks, also  special shapes for the 
construction industry such as finger plates 
and beam splitting 

Standard lead in / out

Techserv ‘Super Hole’
lead in / out

Techserv ‘Super Hole’ automatically applies 
advanced cutting algorithms to give high 
quality holes with any plasma on any 
material with most cnc files, dxf or flexi 
shape.

The standard hole lead in and lead out is 
0removed and replaced with a 180  degree 

arc lead in and an arc lead out, The cutting 
speed is reduced and the height sense 

0frozen, at the 350  point the plasma is 
turned off and the motion continued to 
blend the cut to a smooth finish with 
virtually no start stop marking and minimum 
taper.

 Super Hole
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